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Dramatis Personae

magician

A magician looking for awe/wonder.

bartender

Owns a bar.



Low light. A rough looking man wearing a very small, black clown nose
enters. He plays with a coin.

magician

Don’t ever ask me that again. Come on! You’ve got enough footage already. I’m a
loser, okay. “A has-been.” I’ve given up. I’m sick of doing this for people. Making
them “happy,” or whatever, with lies. It’s all a joke. I’ve... I’ve got better things to
do now, okay. Good luck with your project and whatever. I’ve just...

MAGICIAN snaps fingers. Blackout. Sound of a coin being flipped: loud.
Lights up. Stage is empty. V.O. of MAGICIAN.

v.o. magician

Come back later.

The voice echoes. Quickly enter BARTENDER.

bartender

Come on over here again! I want my money back you awful cheat! How’d you do
that !

Enter MAGICIAN with a bright red clown nose.

magician

I was never gonna take your money. Here.

MAGICIAN places coin in BARTENDER’s hand.

bartender

Then are you ever gonna pay your tab?

The both laugh warmly.
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magician

Look in your hand.

Bartender opens hand to see handwritten I.O.U.

bartender

An IOU! Are you kidding me! Give me the coin!

magician

I don’t deserve a tip?

bartender

Do it again.

magician

Only once. Magician’s rule.

bartender

Tomorrow then, alright? My kids’ll be here. They’re gonna go nuts! I have no idea
– at all – how you do stuff like that but I’ll tell you one thing: don’t come in here on
poker night or someone’ll kill you. Cards flying across the room by themselves!

magician

There’s a logical explanation, honest.

bartender

Tell me then!

magician

Naw, I can’t do that.

bartender

And just why can’t you?
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magician

Because it wouldn’t be magic anymore.

Light shift. BARTENDER exits. Low light as before. MAGICIAN’s nose
returns to black.

magician

So yeah, I was looking for something new. See, the trouble with magic is that you
know how it’s done: you have to in order to do it. At a certain point it gets kind of,
uh, dull I guess. Look, if I... okay, when I was a kid my uncle would take my nose
off – did this happen to you? – and he’d hold it between his two fingers like this
and wave it around before eventually giving it back. Now, if you were young enough
to believe, even for a split second, that he had taken your nose off of your face, you
experienced wonder – well, maybe just concern if you were really little – but once
you figure out it’s just his thumb in there, or you touch your face and figure it out it
can’t be your nose – and then discover the thumb – it’s no longer special, there’s no
awe. Does that make sense? That’s why I wear a fake nose.

MAGICIAN pulls it off.

magician

If somebody tries to take it off me, like my uncle, I know it really wasn’t a part of
my face in the first place. Anyway, I’m right handed, so I keep it safe in there.

MAGICIAN moves nose to right hand.

magician

Watch this.

MAGICIAN moves right hand to face and blows hard.

magician

This gets harder when you’re older. It’s supposed to pop out the other side like a
champaign cork, you know?

MAGICIAN blows hard again. This time a black balloon comes out the
other end.
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magician

That’s gonna look ridiculous on my nose! I’m not a freak or anything.

MAGICIAN sneezes. While wiping with a hanky:

magician

Here you go.

MAGICIAN tries to hand it to someone in the audience, let’s it go and it
flies everywhere.

magician

I got extras anyway.

The original nose is back on MAGICIAN’s face.

magician

Nobody takes my nose.

Enter BARTENDER.

bartender

What... uh...

BARTENDER motions to his own nose.

bartender

... happened here then?

magician

Teenage punks on 3rd. Stole my nose.

bartender

I was getting used to it. I almost didn’t recognize you.
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magician

Yeah?

bartender

Yeah. (Pause.) Hey, what’s wrong? Cheer up. It was only a nose, right?

magician

They called me a fake.

bartender

Hey, listen to me now! I get people coming in here with their “talents” every day of
the week – even a few magicians – and you are not a fake. You’re the real deal. I’ve
never seen anybody do the stuff you do. Let me get you a drink.

magician

I realized that it’s all a lie. None of it is real.

bartender

Sure seems real to me.

magician

But it isn’t. It’s fake.

bartender

So what? I have no idea how you do those things... those amazing things?

magician

I know you don’t... but I do. That’s the problem.

Light shift. Exit BARTENDER. MAGICIAN’s nose returns to black.

magician

It just got... I don’t know... boring. Sure, people would smile and laugh and gasp –
or whatever – but I felt like a liar. I felt like a salesman, on commission, selling snake
oil and other mythical cures for mythical ailments.

MAGICIAN performs.
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magician

See this coin? Watch. You think it’s in this hand, don’t you? Well, guess what, it’s
not. Were you fooled?

MAGICIAN shows coin in the other hand.

magician

An honest person would put the coin in their hand, and if someone said “it’s in that
hand,” then they’d open their hand and it would be.

MAGICIAN does, and it is.

magician

Isn’t that more honest? I don’t know. At any rate, I decided to look for real magic.
Something to amaze me.

Sound of a shuttle taking off.

magician

At first I looked to the skies. But it turns out they just defunded NASA. Whatever
magic there was, I guess, is dead now. Thanks, America.

Sound of bleeps and boops.

magician

Then I looked into computers... but they told me that people actually sat down
and wrote out commands, telling the computer exactly what to do. They could be
complex, sure, but they weren’t magic. “Goodbye, world.”

Sound of birds chirping, planes soaring, keys clicking, etc.

magician

I tried a great many things before I finally discovered real magic: Wall Street. They
quite literally make money appear and disappear at will. At first it was incredible.
Exhilerating. Like pulling money out of the sky.

MAGICIAN pulls money from the air.
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magician

“A quarter?” You say – “No no! That’s a twenty dollar bill!”

MAGICIAN makes a quarter into a twenty dollar bill.

magician

But when I asked to see the money, swim in it, I was thrown out. It turned out there
was a man behind the curtain.

MAGICIAN pulls out a handkerchief.

magician

Something lurking below – beneath – it all.

MAGICIAN reveals a computer chip behind the handerchief.

magician

Computers. Or at least screens. Programs. Code. None of the money was real. Only
projected, expected, calculated, etc... (Pause.) Theoretical. They had lots of trickery
hidden up their sleeves on the street of walls.

MAGICIAN rolls up his sleeves.

magician

I wish it were a proper wall instead of a street though. That way they would take
a dive like Humpty Dumpty. But, as we’ve learned, all the king’s horses and all the
king’s men have no trouble putting them back together again.

MAGICIAN rips up and restores a popular financial newspaper. Enter
BARTENDER listening.

bartender

Whoa! Amazing. Bravo! But I kind of wish you’d have kept the paper in shambles.
Better symbolism, right?
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magician

If only they’d put NASA back together again – at least then we could dream of the
stars: something must be out there. Magic probably.

bartender

So you’ve been all those places this past year?

magician

I have.

bartender

And you came back to magic. Good for you. You’re good at it.

magician

I prefer the term mactavist.

bartender

What?

magician

Magic/Activist.

bartender

Well, that’ll go over well at the kids’ birthday parties.

magician

Teaching with handkerchiefs, coins, balls...

bartender

...and a nose.

magician

Some things never change.

bartender

Are you awed? Inspired?
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magician

Only by everything around me. I’ve distilled it all into magic.

bartender

I’ll drink to that.

magician

Me too.

Bartender holds out the glass, tentatively.

magician

What?

bartender

I thought that maybe you were gonna make it disappear.

magician

Not this time. However...

MAGICIAN produces several bills from under the glass.

magician

...this should cover my tab.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

magician

A magician.

bartender

Owns a bar.

clown

A clown who tells a joke.

news woman

A reporter covering the wrong story. It isn’t really funny.



Enter BARTENDER. Bottle of whisky in one hand. Shot glass in other.

bartender

My cup...

Bartender pours whiskey into shot glass... keeps pouring.

bartender

...overfloweth. But it’s a small cup.

magician

Can I show you a trick?

bartender

I’ve long since given up on being impressed.

magician

Take these rings for instance. I can take these two separate rings and put them
together.

bartender

I’ve seen it before.

magician

So you know the trick? That isn’t fair.

bartender

I don’t know the trick. I just know the ending. Same difference.

Sound of a crowd. Loud conversation, feet walking, shuffling, etc. MAGI-
CIAN and BARTENDER react as if they are in a crowd of people.

bartender

Get out of my damn way why don’t you! I’ve got drinks to serve and yours’ll be last
– if ever – if you don’t stop getting in my way.
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magician

How about a trick?

bartender

Okay.

magician

As payment.

BARTENDER kicks MAGICIAN out of the bar. Sound stops – or is
muffled – in an alley.

magician

Nobody likes my tricks. I’ve got coins and newspapers and balls. Tricks with all of
those things. Used to dress up like a clown.

A clown walks on stage and stands.

magician

That didn’t work out though. People want you to be nice when you’re a clown. I
can’t be nice when I’m a clown. Why should I be nice when I’m a clown? Doesn’t
make a lick of sense to me. I became a clown so I could be a depressed magician in
disguise.

clown

My grandfather delivered newspapers during the great depression.

magician

Sorry about that, then.

clown

He was never depressed about anything. I guess he figured it was always better than
when he was delivering papers during the great depression.

MAGICIAN begins lighting up a cigarette.
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magician

But we’ve kind of got a depression going on now don’t we?

clown

Do you mind?

magician

Not at all. I’m sure your grandfather was a lovely person and all, but I’ve got suicidal
thoughts to calculate on at the moment.

clown

My grandmother lost a lung to smoking.

magician

Well I’m not gonna need a lung if I kill myself, am I?

Enter NEWS WOMAN w/ microphone and direct light above torso.

news woman

A strange sight tonight according to local residents who report a clown, a magician,
and a disappearing act gone wrong. Coming up at ten, only on channel ten.

Lights off of NEWS WOMAN.

news woman

Okay, so what happened? This sounds like the beginning to a bad joke, the end of a
bad date, or a really bad pickup line.

magician

I’m standing right here!

clown

No you’re not.

Enter BARTENDER. Loud noise from people inside bar spills out.
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bartender

Quiet down out there!

Exit BARTENDER.

clown

You heard him.

news woman

You try standing in a dark alley at night reporting on material for a standup routine.

magician

He could’ve at least told us the score.

clown

What are you looking at?

news woman

When do we go live? Three?

magician

The stars, clown, the stars. I’m trying to find my way out of this hell hole.

clown

It’s all one point perspective in here – all the way into the wall of another building.
That’s how cities are, you know. The only way out is up.

magician

You wanna see a trick?

clown

You wanna hear a joke?

magician

God it smells bad back here.
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clown

Seafood place.

news woman

I am never eating at La Mer again. Eck!

magician

Tell your joke.

clown

So, alright, get this:

CLOWN blows up a balloon. Coughs.

clown

Are you gonna put that out? If nothing else you’re clouding the very stars you aspire
to!

magician

Fine.

MAGICIAN puts out cigarette. Motions for CLOWN to continue. NEWS
WOMAN picks up cigarette MAGICIAN discarded and returns to her area.
She lights it.

news woman

I swear, Larry, you tell anybody about this and I’ll kill you.

clown

So. The balloon is full. Let’s call the air in the balloon all the money in the world.

magician

Okay.

clown

Good. You hold it.
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news woman

Was that thunder?

MAGICIAN holds the balloon.

clown

Okay. Good. Now – are you ready? – now I’m the government. “We need to
regulate the cash flow resources of exponential growth with GDP to compete with
other countries where children are left behind, and we can’t leave children behind,
which is why we’ll enact the laws, with help from corporations and bigger-than-you
nonsensical algorithms provided by our proprietary beneficiaries of the tax code and
the lawmaking process on Wall Street – it fell over during the depression, you see –
for the benefit of defunct technologies and ancient, yet intact, monopolies salvaged
by abuse of the law and a fear of the code – and for the children! Always for the
children! – I propose to bring – to bring to committee – to take a vote – to listen to the
American people – to listen to the business-owning American people – to propose the
will of the business-owning American and non-American investors – but on behalf of
the children! Sweet corn and subsidies: The children! – to follow the beaureaucratic
tape, the lines in red, the – oh cover it with paint and move quickly for another
campaign is around ye olde corner –

CLOWN removes a huge mallot from behind back.

clown

– we need more money! Be it make believe, belittled, or squeezed from the Ameri-
can taxpayer – citizen of course – or the demon-headed mutli-faceted organizations
checking the checks and balances – demon-headed! – hold that balloon steady! – in
the name of America!

magician

Wait!

CLOWN swings with great might and strength, bursting the balloon and
conking MAGICIAN swiftly with a flourish after the spin. MAGICIAN
hits the pavement. More thunder/lightening.
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news woman

A clown, a magician, and an oversized mallot get thrown out of a bar. Can you guess
what happens next? After the break at ten on ten. – Get on with it!

CLOWN turns MAGICIAN’s face toward the sky.

clown

You see those stars? It’s going to rain soon. But do you see those stars? All bright
shining in the sky? Do you see them, magic man? You think you can get away by
going up. Vertigo gets you when you walk down corridors like this one for too long.
When you’re tired of seeing the gridwork of bricks, carefully laid, as you walk along
the pavement.

magician

It’s not a funny joke, clown.

clown

The buildings cast shadows, bigger than people, on the people they oppress. If I
created money with air and a mallot, think of what you can do.

magician

What?

clown

We’ve got all sorts of money for all sorts of things benefitting everyone else – but
we don’t have money to dream. We don’t have money to dream. You heard about
NASA right? They shut it down? The space program: gone. Like that.

magician

Can you call an ambulance.

clown

I called ’em before the joke.

We hear sirens and thunder in the distance.
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magician

If I ever see you again...

clown

You’ll thank me, cause I told you what your job is: you’re the space program. You’re
wonder and awe and the whole lot of it that the people making air out of air at the
expense of the lungs of others – smoking or not – can never do. They don’t do magic
because they’re liars. You do magic – but you tell the truth.

magician

I don’t get it.

clown

The secret is the punchline of my joke.

magician

No!

clown

Tell the story of something real while wowing with your awe-making magic.

Lightening. Blackout. Light on NEWS WOMAN from torso up.

news woman

I’ve got a story straight out of a comic book. A magician and a clown enter a dark –

magician

Can I show you a trick? It’s about monetary allocation in congress. Let me see your
hands.

news woman

Okay. Larry, can you hold the microphone?

magician

I’m going to put a quarter in this hand, that’s the take home pay of the government,
roughly, our taxes. Can I borrow your handkercheif?
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news woman

Okay.

magician

We’ll call this the obscuring cloth of naming and details.

news woman

What’s that for?

magician

We call it misdirection. Now I lift the handkercheif and –

news woman

Where did the coin go?

magician

Start asking that question instead.

MAGICIAN walks away quickly.

news woman

Instead of what?

BARTENDER opens door, noise spills out:

bartender

Quiet down out here!

news woman

Can I interview you. Did you see a magician and a clown tonight?

Blackout. Lights up. CLOWN and MAGICIAN.

clown

That is, what?
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magician

The wrong question.

clown

Have your representatives misdirected you today?

magician

That is, what?

clown

Get it?

Blackout.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

magician

A magician.

father

Magician’s father.

clown

A clown.



CLOWN and FATHER on opposite sides of the stage in single beams of
light. Both are humming a drone: think bagpipe. A light shines on MA-
GICIAN center stage. Drone is continuous. MAGICIAN begins blowing
up a balloon.

magician

A long time ago, when I was a kid, I saw a magician do amazing things. Coins
appeared from thin air, disappeared while in my very own hand, and then reappeared
behind my ear, or in my hair, or even up my nose. It was pretty amazing stuff. I
always thought that magicians were modern day sorcerors, miracle makers, living
proof of the existence of the supernatural in our world.

MAGICIAN ties off balloon and looks at for a moment before popping it.
Droning stops.

magician

Then I figured out how it was done. Misdirection, glue, rubber bands, “invisible”
strings, fake pockets, handkercheifs, coats, sleeves, boxes, mirrors, smoke, trap doors,
hidden poles and pretty girls wearing sequins over here while something important is
happening over there. And guess what? You just missed it.

MAGICIAN reproduces a balloon, full of air. Droning starts again.

magician

I thought I was going to give up when I found out that the coin was in the other
hand. I thought that I was going to give up when I discovered that the box was fake,
the mirror was right there, or that pretty girls are there to make the eye wander to
the wrong place at the right time. I thought that I would, but I didn’t.

clown

Magic is so much more than that.

magician

I met a clown, someone I came to trust, strangely, who helped me understand that I
wasn’t peddling a lie. I was creating wonder.

CLOWN stops droning. FATHER drones loudly and then stops. CLOWN
enters the scene.
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magician

It’s just that, I don’t know, it’s all a lie.

clown

Magic is so much more than that.

magician

How? I mean, look – I put the coin in this hand, but I don’t really, and I say “where’s
the coin?” and they choose this hand but it was never even there in the first place!

clown

You feel like a sham? A swindler. Another couple of “S” words?

magician

Along with some other letters of the alphabet too!

clown

Because they give you money.

magician

Exactly! They give me money and I lie to them.

clown

It’s the same as a shell game, right?

magician

Exactly.

clown

You move the shells quickly around with a lot of flash, but they can’t ever guess
correctly because they’re all wrong – the spinning is just for show.

magician

That’s exactly what it is! Exactly!
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clown

There’s one little problem though.

magician

And what is that?

CLOWN drones loudly and returns to behind. FATHER stops droning.
CLOWN stops droning. FATHER enters the scene.

father

Don’t ever let me catch you doing that nonsense again.

magician

I’m sorry, Father.

father

You worship the devil or something? Huh? You worship the devil!? Don’t make
the same mistake as those other liars! “Séance,” they say. “Séance!” Magic words.
Communicate with the beloved! Communicate with liars and thieves. That’s what
magicians are – birds of prey eating the sorry hearts of the empathetic living. If you
feel you are a target and if you associate with them then you are a traitor to this
family!

magician

I’m sorry!

father

If your Mother – after what those lying thieves did to me – if she found out what
you’ve been doing I don’t...

magician

Dad, I know...

father

What is it. Show it to me. What have you been... roll up your sleeves.
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magician

What?

father

That’s one place the liars tell their lies. Tambourines, sticks, strings, flashing lights.
Come on. Out with it!

magician

Just this coin.

father

Get rid of it.

CLOWN begins droning. FATHER begins returning to the back.

magician

But it’s just a coin.

father

It’s tainted now.

FATHER begins droning.

magician

It’s tainted now.

father

It’s tainted now.

clown

Magic is so much more than that.

magician

Magic is...

MAGICIAN throws the coin across the stage. Drone gets louder and stops.
CLOWN and FATHER exit.
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magician

My mother died having me. The universe was getting square, I guess. A life for a
life. After my father kicked me out I was alone for a very long time. I tried to find
something that could line up with my father’s expectations.

CLOWN and FATHER return, next to each other in the darkness and
drone.

magician

It was hard. At first I thought I could get by without magic in my life. Without
resorting to what he told me was selling my soul by casting my lot with the liars of
the world. I had crossed a line with him that I could never cross again. The bridge
was burned by anger and disappointment.

father

It’s tainted now.

magician

I started giving away every coin I earned. I’d keep the small coins and the paper
money, but that particular coin had to go. It just so happened that I could exchange
it for a stage show or two during some particularly miserable weeks.

CLOWN steps down and performs.

clown

My name is Dip-Dap-Flip-Flap-Mish-Mash-Whip-Lash the haberdasher Clown. I’ve
got needles and thimbles and ribbons and cake! I’ve got buttons and zippers and
whiskers – they’re fake!

CLOWN rips moustache off.

clown

Pipe down! Pipe down! I’ve been paid to impress you! Not to dress or caress you –
although I should wave to the lady in the back. Hello!

CLOWN inflates balloon.
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clown

The cake is the in the back – but look at this: I’ve made a candle. No? Not impressed.
How about a unicorn? Ever seen one of those before? They’re real. Watch.

CLOWN puts unmodified baloon to his forehead.

magician

As I watched the clown over the weeks, I knew I’d found a like-spirit.

Returning to a different CLOWN performance.

clown

Do have any idea how much I get paid for this? Let me make you a little diagram.
Let’s say this...

CLOWN holds up the unmodified balloon.

clown

...this is all the money your father brings home on a regular basis from his job fleecing
hard working people like me.

CLOWN begins to make a poodle.

clown

The nose here – maybe – goes to taxes. If he’s not working the system with his
accountant friends – he is an accountant? – Okay. Sure. This poodle doesn’t have a
nose. This is the first time I’ve ever had something in common with the government:
neither of us get a piece!

magician

It was like watching a teacher with too much rouge and unwieldy hair teach a lesson
about the world with balloons.

clown

No! I will not leave quietly! I came here to entertain the children!

MAGICIAN turns to CLOWN.
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magician

I want to learn from you.

clown

What?

magician

I want to learn from you. I’m a magician. I like your style.

clown

A magician... I’ve never liked magicians. You can never tell if they’re swindling you
or saving you; whether it’s a trick or a trap. They’re a tainted bunch.

magician

I stopped performing because I thought the same thing until I saw your act. You’re
educating with balloons. I want to do that with magic.

clown

Teach people with magic?

magician

Yes. Teach them.

clown

About what?

magician

The traps.

CLOWN begins droning. Backs away next to FATHER. They drone.

magician

So the clown started training me. Taught me how to take my frustrations with the
idea of magic being used to fleece and turn that into an act that demosntrated the
power of magic to awe and inspire. I did mock séances –

CLOWN jangles a tambourine.
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magician

– exposing the fallacy of communicating with the dead. The tricks that are played
on a unsuspecting victims, empathetic hearts, and damaged souls.

CLOWN and FATHER stop droning. They exit.

magician

The dead can’t speak. I never knew what happened to that clown. I never saw
him again. I suspect he was making poodle diagrams of economic realities at some
birthday party somewhere.

Enter CLOWN in a bright light behind MAGICIAN. CLOWN begins re-
moving clothing, makeup, etc.

magician

The clown was suspicious of magicians. Thought that they tainted everything. I used
to think that too. And then we met on a fluke. The right price at the right time. At
the end he told me that –

clown

Magic is so much more than that.

magician

– and I knew he was right. Magic was something special.

It is clear that FATHER was dressed as CLOWN. FATHER begins dron-
ing.

magician

I was going to spend the rest of my life –

Droning stops.

magician

– proving it.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

magician

Dressed as a bygone U.S. President.

bartender

Dressed as a female anime character.

Sources:

A great selection of the MAGICIAN’s lines were pulled directly from Theodore
Roosevelt’s 1901 State of the Union address via the website below: http://www.

presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=29542

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=29542
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=29542


MAGICIAN onstage alone. A speech. Somber.

magician

The Congress assembles this year under the shadow of a great calamity. President
McKinley was shot by an anarchist. A man of moderate means, a man whose stock
sprang from the sturdy tillers of the soil, who had himself belonged among the wage-
workers... the Judas-like infamy of this act. There is no baser deed in all the annals
of crime. His crime should be made an offense against the law of nations, like piracy
and that form of man-stealing known as the slave trade; for it is of far blacker infamy
than either. The American people are slow to wrath, but when their wrath is once
kindled it burns like a consuming flame.

bartender

Hi! Would you like a drink?

magician

No law can guard us against the consequences of our own folly.

bartender

You’re funny!

magician

The men who are idle or credulous, the men who seek gains not by genuine work with
head or hand but by gambling in any form, are always a source of menace not only
to themselves but to others.

bartender

I didn’t ask you about gambling, silly, I asked you about a drink. How about it? Can
I pour you one?

magician

The old laws, and the old customs which had almost the binding force of law, were
once quite sufficient to regulate the accumulation and distribution of wealth.

bartender

What are you going on about. Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! La la la! Like a helicopter! See.
Watch my fly!
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BARTENDER extends arms like a plane and runs about the room.

bartender

Quit talking so much! What are you doing in a bar if you’re not here to drink?

magician

To drown my sorrows, good sir, in the presence of souls more unfortunate than I.

bartender

Well, I don’t think you’ll find anyone like that here: Just me! And I don’t like
anything to do with drowning! Whee!

BARTENDER flies around for another pass.

magician

The captains of industry who have driven the railway systems across this continent,
who have built up our commerce, who have developed our manufactures, have on the
whole done great good to our people.

bartender

That’s not what my customers say, and they build the railways. Tee-hee!

magician

The slightest study of business conditions will satisfy anyone capable of forming a
judgment.

bartender

Are you calling them incapable of forming a judgement. That seems mean. Are you
a mean man?

MAGICIAN slams money on the bar.

magician

The products of irrigation will be consumed chiefly in upbuilding local centers.

MAGICIAN pats his stomache.
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bartender

So you will drink! Yumee!!! What would you like? Drowning sorrows can take a long
time or a little.

magician

The necessary foundation has already been laid.

bartender

How am I supposed to know if you ate anything? You don’t seem that sad to me. Is
that what you mean by “necessary foundation?” What would you like?

magician

It would be unwise to begin by doing too much, for a great deal will doubtless be
learned, both as to what can and what cannot be safely attempted, by the early
efforts, which must of necessity be partly experimental in character.

bartender

Oooookay! What’s your poison then. I’ll make it small – I promise!

magician

No reservoir or canal should ever be built to satisfy selfish personal or local interests;
but only in accordance with the advice of trained experts.

bartender

You like like a beer man to me! This is what my grandfather drank all day long. And
don’t worry – I’m an expert in the ways of spirits. You could even call me a conjuror!
Whoa! Spooky! Are you scared? So, one more time, what are you sad about.

magician

I’m an ex-magician and I’ve given up on life. Please refrain from speaking of conjurors
in communion with the devil in my presense.

bartender

I love magic! All the flashing lights! The sparkling costumes! The pretty girls and
the amazing tricks! Show me show me show me! Please please please please please!

magician

There should be no extravagance.
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bartender

What’s wrong with extravagance?

magician

Magic should be, always, free from the least taint of excessive or reckless expenditure.

bartender

Well it doesn’t get any less “recklessly expenditure’d” than right here at the Clown
Dive. Can you show me one of your little tricks? Hmmm? Can you? I’d really like
to see one. What do you need?

magician

We are not at the starting point of this development.

bartender

Right. Here’s your very small beer – wouldn’t want you to attempt to much in one
go.

magician

A high degree of enterprise and ability has been shown in the work itself; but as much
cannot be said in reference to the laws relating thereto.

bartender

You got busted, huh? What happened? Drowning your sorrows is the best thing you
can do! Did you cut a lady in half? Is that what happened? Leave someone in a box
for too long. Oh! Did something go awry with fire? Swords!? Silver rings!?

magician

With a few creditable exceptions.

bartender

I like this game.

magician

Many streams have already passed into private ownership, or a control equivalent to
ownership.
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bartender

I knew you could take more than you said!

BARTENDER winks at MAGICIAN while pouring another drink.

bartender

You’re like a great big teddy bear!

magician

Whoever controls a stream practically controls the land it renders productive.

bartender

You wanna be productive, teddy bear, then go on and show me a trick! I’ve been
very patient you know.

magician

To grow up in the arid regions...

bartender

How did you know? That’s right! Right outside the desert. Is this one of those –
what do you call it – mentalism!? You really are great!

MAGICIAN simply stares at his drink.

magician

Reforms can only be final and satisfactory when they come through the enlightenment
of the people most concerned.

bartender

What you’re doing right here is the best path to enlightenment! You’ve certainly
come to the right place.

magician

Nothing could be more unwise than for isolated communities to continue to learn
everything experimentally, instead of profiting by what is already known elsewhere.
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bartender

I’m a fan of sharing too. You know, we had another magician in here once. Sad
fellow. Dressed like a clown. I guess he was supposed to do funny magic, but when
he took on “many streams” he didn’t really reach the enlightenment he’d hoped for.
Sad story. I wonder what ever happened to him? That’s life, anyway. That’s what
this job is. I try to see the positive in it. Anyway I could see a trick already? I’m
just dying to see one. I’ve been in here all alone since long before sunset.

magician

We are dealing with a new and momentous question, in the pregnant years while
institutions are forming, and what we do will affect not only the present but future
generations.

bartender

Gosh you’re smart! I want to be just like you when I get out of here. Not really
interested in the “pregnant years” though, whatever that means. (Pause.) Maybe
the clown was having pregnant years.

magician

Our aim should be not simply to reclaim... but avail ourselves of the best experience
of the time.

bartender

I like having fun too! (Pause.) Hey! You know what would be fun? Magic tricks!

magician

As I said before, I’ve given it up. I’m simply making ammends for my former life as
a peddler of falsehood before dispossessing myself of this rather unfortunate exterior
of humanity over the side of the bridge.

bartender

Don’t do that! Magic is a special – very special – talent that shouldn’t be wasted on
bridges or water.

BARTENDER slaps the drink away from MAGICIAN.

bartender

I’ve got a new and momentous question.
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magician

Our earnest effort is to help these people upward along the stony and difficult path
that leads to self-government.

bartender

Well you’re doing a pretty bad job of self-governing if I do say so myself. And I do!
One trick. Here’s a coin. Do something with it – and nothing flashy!

magician

Already a greater measure of material prosperity...

MAGICIAN hands back a ten dollar bill.

magician

...has been attained.

bartender

Wow!

magician

It is no light task.

bartender

I can tell! You made money! Again! Again!

magician

For more than a thousand years they have been slowly fitting themselves, sometimes
consciously, sometimes unconsciously, toward this end.

bartender

I told you to stop talking like that! You’re not jumping off of any bridges unless you
end up standing on the shore while people applaud your efforts!

magician

We must show both patience and strength, forbearance and steadfast resolution. Our
aim is high.
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bartender

Your aim is low! Far too low!

magician

Such desertion of duty on our part would be a crime against humanity.

bartender

You’re acting like a dummy! Listen to me when I say this: jumping off of a bridge is
a crime against humanity! You’re very talented.

magician

No competent observer, sincerely desirous of finding out the facts and influenced only
by a desire for the welfare of...

bartender

I’ve got a magic trick!

MAGICIAN looks up for a moment but is clocked with a large, heavy
blunt object with a blackout. We hear mumbling. Lights up. MAGICIAN
is waking up. Bartender is rousing a group of children to applause.

bartender

Here he is – the great big Magical Teddy Bear!

magician

– the very verge of safety –

bartender

They’ve come for you! Show them your tricks.

magician

– extremely anxious –

bartender

Here’s another coin! Go on!
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MAGICIAN regains his composure and transforms the coin into a ten
dollar bill to smiles, awes and applause.

bartender

Yay!

magician

It relieves us of a great burden...

The MAGICIAN smiles.

magician

The true end of every great and free people should be self-respecting peace.

bartender

So you’re not going to “dispossess” yourself?

magician

No. Not when I have my duties. Magic, being merely a most regrettable but necessary
duty which must be performed for the sake of the welfare of mankind. Children, can
you hear them? Can you hear the bells? The singing? The joy? Perhaps the most
characteristic educational movement of the past fifty years is that which has created
the modern public library and developed it into broad and active service. There
are now over five thousand public libraries in the United States, the product of this
period. I will amaze you once more if you promise me one thing and one thing only –
visit your public libraries and read. It is a trade you see? You read and I amaze, only
in time you will find that reading is the better form of amazement in that it brings
you in contact with other minds in other places with other ideas and other insights.
One last trick, before you go off to the library – Bartender... you are from an Arid
region, yes?

bartender

Yes.

Clapping. Happiness. Blackout.

END OF PLAY
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Dramatis Personae

magician

A magician.

bartender

A bartender.



MAGICIAN stands center stage. Long inhalation: loud. Looks nervous.
Slow motion. Gunshot. Blackout.

The office of the BARTENDER.

bartender

Your act sucks.

magician

What are you talking about? They love the –

bartender

They hate the rings.
Everyone knows how that one’s done.

magician

I’d like to see you –

bartender

They’re fake rings.

BARTENDER holds up some metal rings briefly.

magician

No one is allowed in my magic trunk! I put a lock on there!

bartender

And who bought the lock?
Listen, I think you’re a nice kid
but you’re not packing them in anymore
and when you’re packing them in is when nice means something
see?
You’ve need a new act tonight.
wholly original
amazing!
or you’re out of here.
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magician

But I’m already behind on –

bartender

And you can’t eat at the bar nomore.

magician

I’ll amaze you – tonight!

Blackout. Gunshot. Lights up. MAGICIAN, cleary struck in the stomach,
is falling slowly, back arched, in slow motion. Blackout before the fall is
half completed.

Lights up. Magician onstage. The “new act” is in full swing.

magician

I’d like for everyone to think about water. Ah! Water. Rushing over your face. Your
entire body.

audience

I haven’t had a shower in weeks!

General laughter.

magician

I’m going to take this cup, fill it up with water, put this handkerchief over the top of
it to keep the moisture inside –

audience

There’s magic happening!

magician

And I’m going to –

MAGICIAN dumps the water glass over his head. Glitter, instead of wa-
ter, comes out. He bows.
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magician

Thank you! Thank you!

audience

You suck!

magician

Okay. And now for a crowd favorite. I learned this while studying patience and
understanding with monks who dwell in mountains, breath slowly, and manipulate
metals better than scientists. From them I bring you –

MAGICIAN produces three metal rings.

magician

The magic linking rings.

BARTENDER peeks onstage

bartender

Get off the stage!

magician

These are different than the rings I’ve shown you before. Their secrets are –

bartender

Turn them off!

Lights go out. Gunshot. Slow motion. MAGICIAN continues falling.

Lights up. BARTENDER’s office.

bartender

What do you mean they’re different?
They’re the same thing.
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magician

The other rings were from different monastic communities.

bartender

You’ve never been outside the county lines.

magician

I certainly have.

BARTENDER pulls up a smartphone or GPS device.

bartender

I tagged you with a tracker.

magician

I hate needles.

bartender

You were sleeping.
Listen:
You’re through.
It’s a rough gig.
Sorry.

magician

What about my tricks?

bartender

I paid for them.
Giving them to the next guy.
Get’s in next week.

magician

Who?
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bartender

Mystical Monty.
He works next door.
Does this amazing trick.
Here’s a ticket.
Go see what real magic looks like.

BARTENDER reaches over and takes MAGICIAN’s hat.

magician

That’s my hat.

bartender

Get out of here.

Three or so chairs. MAGICIAN sits watching an act we don’t see, but do
hear.

mystical monty

Ha!

Flash of bright light.

magician

Whoa!

mysical monty

Thank you! And now for the most dangerous trick. A mind-altering end to a most
entertaining evening. This is not for the light of heart. Dear?

magician

A gun?

mystical monty

Yes. A gun. Don’t be alarmed. It will never be directed at any person in the audience.
You are all, I assure you, safe.
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magician

What is he going to do with –

mystical monty

I, on the other hand.

Quick footsteps.

mystical monty

Dear?

Gunshot. Crowd sounds.

mystical monty

Aha!

Applause.

magician

He caught it in his hand! Wow! Did you see that! He caught it in his hand!

Blackout. Gunshot. Slow motion. Magician continues the fall. Head is
falling below waist. Blackout.

Lights up. Outdoors.

magician

Mystical Monty! You were incredible.

mystical monty

I know.

magician

How did you catch a bullet! That was amazing.
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mystical monty

Well, when you study with the north-southeastern monks of the valley, of the precipice,
on the sandy beaches – in complete silence for thirteen years – you learn a thing or
two about modern warfare and the human body.

magician

Wow!

mystical monty

A soldier of the West-eastern persuation tried to shoot me and, instinctually – from
years of silent contemplation – I caught the bullet with my bare hand. In reality I
caught it with my mind.

magician

Unbelievable.

mystical monty

I know. (Laughs.)

magician

(Laughs.) (Pause.) So to find out just...

mystical monty

See how you respond to being shot.
It’s the only way.
Farewell!

Blackout. Slow motion. Gunshot. MAGICIAN continues to fall. Head
further down. Blackout.

BARTENDER’s office.

magician

I’m doing a trick tonight.

bartender

Are you now?
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magician

Yeah.

bartender

I don’t think so.
I gave you the boot.
If you don’t stay gone...

Magician pulls out the gun.

bartender

Whoa!
Calm down!
You can go on.
Sure.

magician

This is part of my act.

bartender

You’re gonna catch a bullet like Monty?

magician

Yeah.

bartender

Well how does he do it?
What’s the secret?
Where does it come from?
It can’t come from the gun.

magician

I’m doing the trick tonight.

bartender

Alright.
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magician

Alright.

Blackout. Gunshot. Slow motion. Magician continues to fall.

Lights up. MAGICIAN at the end of his act. People are booing.

magician

The rings not magical enough for you?
The cups and balls not exciting enough?
Well how about this?

MAGICIAN pulls out a gun. Shocked silence. Blackout.

Silence. Different light. Magician, staring out at the audience.

magician

Of course it’s a real bullet. Here.

Lights flicker out and back on. Silence.

magician

Aim it right here.

Lights flicker out and back on.

magician

Of course it’s safe.

Lights flicker out and back on.

magician

Go.

Gunshot. Magician falls. Exhalation: loud.
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v.o. magician

Did you ever wonder
why there isn’t any wonder
anymore.
It all faded away.
All gone.
There’s nothing worth living for.
Nothing to look forward too.
The future is dead.
Just like the present.
The children have it.
They look at the stars with wonder
awe
but for us it is gone.
It is done.
Nothing left.
Nothing remains but
the expected.
I used to be a magician.
I used to pretend to bring wonder.
But I only brought lies.
The greatest magic trick ever.
This is the greatest magic trick ever.

Loud exhalation continues underneath. Blackout. Pause. Loud inhalation.
Lights flash bright.

END OF PLAY
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